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The appellants were stock brokers in Montreal and had branch in the

city of Sheibrooke where the respondent resided In the month of

August 1926 the latter entered upon the operation of marginal

trading account at that branch About year later two daughters

of the respondent opened similar accounts of their own at the same

branch office These became very large and most active accounts

until came the break in the stock market in October 1929 The

accounts went under the margin and even under the market and the

respondent and her daughters were continually called upon to supply

funds or securities to support their accounts The respondent after

her daughters had given all they had for that purpose was able to

support them for certain period Finally having tried and failed

to raise funds to provide for further margins required by the branch

manager the respondent expressed to the latter the desire to have an

interview with one of the appellants Mr Johnston in Montreal The

interview took p1ac and after long discussion about the exact posi

tions of all the accounts the respondent according to Mr Johnstons

version authorized the latter verbally to treat all three accounts as

one and to close them agreeing to hold herself responsible for them and

that any balance due on the other accounts should be charged against

her account The respondent brought an action- against the appellants

asking inter alia that the latter be condemned to pay her the sum

of $58793.98 being the total of two debit balances in the accounts of

one of her daughters charged to the respondent in the final statement

of account sent to her by the appellants the respondent specifically

denying the fact of her alleged authorization to treat all accounts as

one and arguing further that this alleged agreement was not suscept.

ible of being proven by oral testimony The trial judge held that the

agreement on which the appellants relied was susceptible of being

proven by oral testimony as he found sufficient commencement of

proof in writing and that the evidence had established the existence

of such agreement The appellate court held that such evidence was

not legal and maintained the respondents action in part

PRESENT Rinlret Crocket Davis Kerwin and Hudson JJ
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Held that veiibal proof of the agreement alleged by the appellants was 1937

admissible as upon the facts and circumstances of this case sufficient

commencement of proof in writing under article 1233 C.C could J0118ToN

be found in order to let in oral evidence of the particulars of such BUcI.LAND

agreement

Held also that whatever may be the correct legal description of the agree

ment alleged to have been made by the respondent it does not come

within the transactions made by stock brokers in the ordinary course

of their business and therefore verbal evidence was not admissible

as constituting proof of facts concerning commercial matters within

the meaning of those terms in paragraph of article 1233 C.C.The

decision of Forget Baxter AC 467 is not applicable to the

present ease

The expression commencement of proof in writing although no defini

tion of it is contained in the Civil Code connotes writing eman

ating from the party against whom it is to be used which tend to

render probable in French vraisemblable the existence of the

fact which is desired to he provedIt is not necessarily required that

the writing should be in the hand of the party against whom it is

sought to be used or that it should be signed by that party it is

sufficient if it emanates from him.The writing required for the

commencement of proof may be replaced by the evidence of the

party article 316 CC.P.The question whether there is writing

and the further question whether that writing emanates from the

party against whom it is sought to be used are questions of law
but the question whether the writing or the evidence of the party

against whom it is used tends to render probable the existence of

the fact which it is desired to be proved is question of fact

The trial judges finding in this case was in favour of the appellants

and it is well established practice that an appellate court should

not disturb such findings on questions of facts unless there could be

found evidnt error by the trial judge in appreciating the evidence

but the rule must even he more strictly adhered to when it is applied

to the question of whether commencement of proof in writing is

sufficient to let in oral evidence

The trial judges finding that on important points respondents testi

mony was often evasive confused and contradictory was peculiarly

within the province of the trial judge who was in the best position

to pass upon it and such situation has always been recognized as

valid basis of commencement of proof in writing

APPEAL from judgment of the Court of Kings Bench

appeal side province of Quebec reversing the judgment of

the Superior Court Denis and maintaining the respond

ents action in part

The material facts of the case and the questions at issue

are fully stated in the above headnote and in the judg

ment now reported

Forsyth K.C and Osler for the appellants

.1 Hackett K.C and Mitchell for the respondent
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937 The judgment of the court was delivered by

JOHNSTON RINFRET J.The real controversy between the parties

BUCKLAND at the time when the action was brought was whether or

not Mrs Buckland at an interview with Mr Johnston

head of th.e appellants who are stock brokers on October

14 1930 authorized the appellants to consolidate her

accounts with the accounts of her daughters and to charge

to her any debit balances in her daughters accounts

This was not however the issue presented by the re

spondent in the original declaration accompanying the writ

of summons served upon the appellants In that declara

tion the first conclusion was for an accounting the second

conclusion was that the appellants be jointly and severally

condemned to return to the respondent any securities be

longing to her which may still be in their possession the

third conclusion was that the appellants be ordered to pay

to the respondent the value as of the dates of delivery by

the respondent or of purchase for her of all her securities

subsequently sold by the appellants illegally wrongfully

and improperly as was alleged and the fourth conclusion

which was only in the alternative was that the appellante

upon their failure so to do

be jointly and severally condemned to pay plaintiff the sum of one

hundred and fifty thousand dollars $150000 with interest from the sale

of the said securities

It was only several months after the institution of the

action and after the appellants had flied their plea that

the respondent amended her declaration so as to ask that

in any event the appellants be jointly and severally condemned to pay

the respondent fifty-eight thousand seven hundred and ninety-three

dollars and ninety-eight cents $58793.98 with interest from the 15th

December 1930 and costs

This sum of $58793.98 was the total of two debit bal

ances in the accounts of one of Mrs Bucklands daughters

Vera Mrs Webster charged to Mrs Buckland in the final

statement of account sent tO her by the appellants as of

December 15 1930

Still at later dateand in fact after enquŒte was

closed at the trialthe respondent moved to further amend

her declaration and to add the following words

and that in so far as necessary the statements furnished by the defendante

appellants to the plaintiff respondent be corrected by returning to the

plaintiffs account the said sum of $58794.48 and by deleting from the

said account the said transfer NB meaning the transfer of the debit
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balances amounting to that sum of $58794.48 from Mrs Wthsters account 1937

to Mrs Bucklands account and all interest charges in connection with it

In truth the conclusion implied in this last amendment JOHT0

was the only one aptly covering the facts and circumstances BUcKLAND

disclosed at the trial Nevertheless the new amendment RinfretJ

was disallowed by the trial judge While he permitted the

respondent to amend in minor details some of the allega

tions of her declaration he refused permission to amend

her conclusions in the manner above se forth on the

ground that the new amendment was incompatible with

the original conclusions and would change the nature of

the demand contrary to the provisions of article 522 of

the Code of Civil Procedure

As result and treating the respondents proceedings as

they stood before him the trial judge dismissed the action

as unfounded But although one of the grounds of dis

missal was no doubt that the action as brought and as

legally amended up to the date of the judgment could not

be maintained having regard to the evidence further

ground held by the trial judge was that the appellants

were entitled to succeed because they had established that

they were authorized by Mrs Buckland to consolidate the

accounts of herself and of her daughters and to charge to

her the debit balances in her daughters accounts

In that way the trial judge though disposing of the

litigation on the declaration as drafted at the same time

passed upon the real issue between the parties and decided

that issue against the respondent

In the Court of Kings Bench on the main issue the

judges were of opinion that the evidence adduced to prove

the agreement was not legal and as consequence of that

opinion the judgment of the Superior Court was reversed

Though the conclusions of the respondent for an account

ing and for the return of the securities or in the alterna

tive for condemnation of $150000 were rejected though

it was found that the conclusions for the payment of the

specific sum of $58793.98 could not be maintained it was

held possible on the pleadings to treat the action as one in

the nature of demand en reformation de corn pte Accord

ingly on the appeal the adjudication was that not only

the two items amounting altogether to the sum of $58793.98

representing the debit balances transferred from Mrs Web
sters accounts but all the items similarly transferred
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1931 should be deleted from Mrs Bucklands account and that

JOHNSTON her action ought to have been maintained to that extent

BUOnLAND
with costs reserving to her all her rights against the

appellants in respect of her own account with them
Rrnfret

The appellants this Court met the judgment of the

Court of Kings Bench with two preliminary objections

It was first said that it was not open to the appellate

court to give the judgment it did on the pleadings as they
stood Indeed it was urged that in so doing the Court

of Kings Bench had treated the action practically as if

the last amendment prayed for by the respondent had been

permitted while in fact it had been disallowed by the

trial judge

In the second place the appellants argued that even

assuming the action might be treated in that way by the

appellate court the adjudication made by it was ultra

petita since the respondent never asked for more than the

striking out of the two particular debit charges transferred

from Mrs Websters accounts and the judgment of the

Court of Kings Bench goes further and also strikes out

several other items transferred from Mrs Websters accounts

and in regard to which no conclusions appeared in the

respondents declaration even if due allowance be made for

all the amendments sought to be introduced by her

To the first objection of the appellants in that respect

the answer is that undoubtedly as stated at the opening

of the present judgment the true controversy between the

parties and the only one really discussed at the trial was

whether on October 14 1930 when Mrs Buckland met Mr

Johnston an agreement was reached whereby the firm of

Johnston Ward was authorized to liquidate all the

accounts and to charge to Mrs Buckland any resulting debit

balances in the accounts of her daughters That it was so

clearly appears from the judgment of the Superior Court

where the trial judge states that such question was

the only one in actual dispute and concerning which the rights of the

parties can be seriously discussed

True the learned judge in using those words refers solely

to the prayer for condemnation to pay the specific sum

of $58793.98 but that condemnation was sought as con

sequence of the respondents claim that no agreement of the

nature and character alleged by the appellants had ever

been made by her The existence of that agreement was
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the bone of contention between the parties throughout the 1937

trial Time and again counsel on either side was heard to JowsToN

say that that question was all that was before the Court
BUCKLAND

at the moment in this case The enquŒtecentred almost
Rfi

exclusively on the point whether the alleged agreement

existed and whether it could be proved by oral evidence

The appellants themselves in the Court of Kings Bench

acknowledged that the main question on the appeal before

that court was
Whether or not the nppellant the present respondent at the inter

view with Mr Johnston of October 14 1930 authorized the respondents

now appellants to consolidate her accounts with her daughters and to

charge any debit balances in the latter to her

The whole case was fought on that ground to such an

extent that in its formal judgment the Court of Kings

Bench characterizes the litigation by saying
Cest ce seul point que se rØduit le litige et cette seule fin que Ia

cause ØtØ faite

And on the record the assertion is justified in the most

undisputable way
Under the circumstances the judgment of the Court of

Kings Bench does not mean that in case such as this the

amendments made by the respondent should ordinarily be

allowed consistently with the provisions of th.e Code of

Civil Procedure and we do not wish to be understood our
selves as sustaining any such proposition But what the

Court of Kings Bench statesand that statement is fully

warranted on the recordis that in the special circum

stances of this case and having regard to the way the trial

was conducted by the parties it was and it is perfectly

open to the courts to treat the litigation as one to have it

decided whether or not the agreement contended for by the

appellants was made by the respondent In that view of

the question the objection of the appellants resolves itself

into one of pure practice and procedure and this is not

case where this Court would interfere with the decision of

the highest court of final resort in the province The whole

defence of the appellants on that question was gone into

and everything in any way pertaining to it was before the

Superior Court No possible injustice can have resulted

against the appellants and the Court of Kings Bench

having decided that in the premises the controversy as

presented by the pleadings and as submitted at the trial

opened the way to the adjudication made by that Court
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137 it would not be in accordance with our usual practice to

JOHNSTON reverse its judgment upon an objection of the nature of

BUCKLAND
that made by the appellants

Riufret
Nor do the appellants fare better on their second pre

liminary objection to the effect that the adjudication made

by the appellate court is bad because it grants ultra petita

Assuming as the Court of Kings Bench did that the real

issue in the case was whether the agreement of October 14

1930 had taken place and that the issue was sufficiently

raised by the pleadings or at all events that such was the

issue fought at the trial it follows that the consequential

prayer in respect to an amount of $58793.98 fully covered

an adjudication in respect to reduced amount

It was claimed by the respondent that there was no such

agreement and that as consequence she was not properly

charged with the two debit balances of Mrs Websters

accounts It stands to reason that upon that point hav

ing come to the conclusion that no agreement to that effect

had been legally proven the Court of Kings Bench could

at the same time decide that the result was not that Mrs
Buckland should have her account reduced by the deletion

solely of the sum of $58793.98 representing only the two

debit balances but that all the items transferred by the

appellants from Mrs Websters account on the assumption

that the agreement existed had to be struck from the

respondents account That was the logical consequence of

the decision reached by the Court of Kings Bench Any
other conclusion in the premises would have been unfair

to the appellants and very much open to challenge It

appears from the record that the net result of the adjudica

tion appealed from is that sum considerably lower

than $58793.98 was thereby struck from the respondents

account Indeed we were told at bar that when the final

adjustment would be made on the basis of the judgment

rendered by the Court of Kings Bench the net amount

whereof the respondent will benefit will prove to be in the

neighbourhood of $10000 We cannot see therefore how

the appellants can contend that the judgment grants ultra

petita and in our view the effect of that judgment is

exactly the other way

But for the same reason just stated we think the re

spondents preliminary objection to the jurisdiction of this
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Court also fails It is apparent that the amount or value 1937

of the matter in controversy exceeds the sum of $2000 JooN
39 of the Supreme Court Act The respondent cannot BUciLAND

in the same breath ask us to uphold the judgment of the
Rrnfret

Court of King Bench on the ground that the issue was

whether the agreement of October 14 1930 had been con
sented to by her an agreement which is shown to involve

sum of at least $10000 and then turn around to claim

that the action is merely one for accounting and that there

fore on the strength of some decisions in this Court we

have no jurisdiction to hear the appeal It is clear that

the decisions on that score cited by the respondent GØnØ
reux Bruneau Mat hieu Mathieu Canada Car

Bird in no way apply

The preliminary objections made on behalf of both the

appellants and the respondent must therefore be disre

garded and we will now proceed to dispose of the main

point in controversy

The appellants were stock brokers in Montreal and had

branch in the city of Sherbrooke where the respondent

resided In the month of August 1926 the respondent

entered upon the operation of marginal trading account

at that branch As matters went on the operations were

made both on the New York and on the Montreal stock

exchanges and for that purpose an account was kept and

known as the New York account and another account was

kept and known as the Montreal account About year

later two daughters of Mrs Buckland Vera Mrs Web
ster living in Sherbrooke and Grace later Mrs Wasson

living in Boston opened similar accounts of their own at

the appellants branch in Sherbrooke They also traded in

United States and Canadian securities and they also had

each New York account and Canadian account In

addition to that and for reasons not material here Mrs

Webster had special New York accoun1 and special

Canadian account

The accounts of Miss Grace never became of great im

portance but Mrs Bucklands and Mrs Websters gradu

ally developed into heavy transactions until they became

1910 47 Can S.C.R 400 S.C.R 598

Camerons Supreme Court Practice 3rd ed 164
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1937 what were probably the largest and most active accounts in

JOHNSTON the Sherbrooke branch

BVCKLAND
Then came the break in the market in October 1929

The accounts went under the margin and even under the
Rmfret

market Mrs Buckland and Mrs Webster were contmu

ally called upon to supply funds or securities to support

their accounts and there came time when Mrs Webster

had given all she could in the way of money and securities

Mrs Buckland was able to support Mrs Webster and Miss

Grace for certain period Then it was found necessary

to call another sister Mrs Greenleaf of Decatur Alabama

to the rescue and some of the latters securities were placed

in Mrs Websters accounts Later the assistance of Miss

Grace who had become Mrs Wasson was also invoked

and on the eve of the crucial interview between Mr
Johnston and Mrs Buckland at Montreal on October 14

1930 Mrs Buckland had just returned from Boston with

some of Mrs Wassons securities for the purpose of sup

porting the accounts There is controversy as to whether

it was only for her own account or also for Mrs Websters

accounts but this will be dealt with later

In fact the trip to Boston had been prompted by the

reason that the appellants were pressing both Mrs Buck-

land and Mrs Webster for further margin and as she

admitted to McAnulty the manager of the Sherbrooke

branch the respondent was finding it

very heavy on her carrying those accounts having to take care

of them at that time

Mrs Buckland was widow who had inherited from her

husband the ownership of newspaper known as The

Sherbrooke Record The paper was fairly prosperous and

was bringing to Mrs Buckland something like $11000

annually She had also owned interests in the OCedar

Manufacturing Company which she had sold for large

amount so that admittedly when she started her specula

tions on the stock markets she enjoyed considerable wealth

After Mrs Buckland returned from Boston she went to

the branch of the Canadian Bank of Commerce in Sher

brooke and endeavoured to borrow from that bank on her

Sherbrooke Record stock as collateral sum of between

$245000 to $250000 with the avowed purpose of using that

money to pay off all the accounts of herself and her daugh

ters with the appellants The local manager of the bank
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said that he recommended the loan but the head office was 1937

unwffling to put it through Joow
Having failed in her proposition to the Canadian Bank

BUCKLAND

of Commerce Mrs Buckland expressed to McAnulty the

desire to have an interview with Mr Johnston and this

was arranged to take place in Montreal on October 14

1930

Before leaving for Montreal and in order to protect the

accounts in the meantime Mrs Buckland deposited in the

hands of McAnulty the securities belonging to Mrs

Wasson and which she had brought from Boston

We have stated that there was controversy as to

whether the securities were left for the purpose of support

ing only Mrs Bucklands own accounts or whether they

were also deposited for the purpose of Mrs Websters

accounts As this point of fact is important it may be

cleared up at once Unfortunately there is no express hold

ing of the trial judge on that fact McAnulty is positive

that the securities were left for the protection of Mrs

Websters account Mrs Buckland in her deposition on

discovery referring to the incident says in terms

Yes had taken in some 8eouritiea to Mr MoAnulty to cover my
account and my daughters

We are asked to disregard that answer on the ground

that it must be mistake in the transcription of the

stenographers notes It should be observed that this re

quest could hardly be entertained in this Court If there

really was an error in the transcription of Mrs Bucklands

evidence it should be pointed out that the alleged error

appears in her deposition on discovery taken almost year

and half before the trial and that the so-called error

was allowed to remain in the record since that time through

out the trial and throughout the proceedings before the

Court of Kings Bench while very simple procedure for

correction is provided by the Code of Civil Procedure art

348 of which the respondent could have availed herself

long before the hearing in this Court We fear that in the

premises we are not in position to come to the relief of

the respondent in that respect It is true that the follow

ing questions and answers in the deposition on discovery

lend some colour to the contention of counsel for the re

spondent but even if Mrs Buckland should be held to have

stated on discovery that Mrs Wassons securities were
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1937 deposited solely in support of her own account there would

J0RNsT0N stand against her statement the very positive assertion to

BUCKLAND
the contrary made by McAnulty whose evidence is sup
ported by all the surrounding iircumstances for Mrs

Rmfret
Buckland had been in the habit of depositing securities to

support Mrs Websters account it was quite usual thing

for her to do whether we call it loan of the securities to

Mrs Webster or straight pledge of the securities in aid

of Mrs Webstera point to which Mrs Webster seemed

to attach great deal of importance but which is of no

real consequence for the purposes of this case

But above all the main reason for accepting Mr
McAnultys version is that before Mrs Buckland left for

Montreal Mrs Websters account needed support it was

badly in want of additional margin the appellants had

notified her that if margin was not forthcoming the

securities held in her account would have to be sold at

once If therefore Mrs Wassons securities on the morn

ing of the Montreal interview had not been deposited with

McAnulty in support of Mrs Websters account the pur
pose would not have been served the account would have

been left unprotected and there would have been no reason

why McAnulty would have held it until he got the report

of what had happened in Montreal We think it must be

held that McAnulty was right when he testified that the

securities brought frOm Boston had been deposited with

him as well for Mrs Websters account as for Mrs Buck-

lands All the circumstances point in that direction

We may now resume our recital of the trend of events

interrupted by the digression just concluded

For the purpose of the Montreal interview Mrs Buck-

land had caused McAnulty to prepare for her list of all

the securities held by the appellants for the accounts both

of herself and of her daughters She brought in that list

with her in the office of Mr Johnston and gave it to him
He called for his own record and then proceeded to figure

out what was the exact position of all the accounts She

offered to pledge her Sherbrooke Record stock in support

of all the accounts This was discussed and Mr Johnston

advised her not to do so The reason for this advice is thus

stated by him
You made substantial loss on those operations in which you have

engaged and it is my opinion you should hold out that Sherbrooke Record
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stock It gives you revenue of $10000 year and in Sherbrooke you 1937

could live on that
JOHNSTON

We were asked by counsel on both sides to assume that

Mr Johnston had other reasons for refusing the Sherbrooke BUCKLAND

Record stockother reasons which he at least did not dEs- Rinfret

close We do not think we should be called upon to specu-

late on what he had in his mind in view of the fact that

long cross-examination failed to detract in any way from

his own version of the motive which prompted him on that

occasion

It is fair to say that Johnston admitted that the Sher

brooke Record stock was not type of security upon
which he would lend but one is often willing to accept

security in support of an already existing debt although

not prepared to make new loan on that security We do

not think much help comes to the respondent from that

admission

The suggestion of pledging the Sherbrooke Record stock

in aid of all the accounts having been discarded it was

incumbent upon Mrs Buckland to find other means of

meeting the situation and no other acceptable suggestion

being forthcoming from her it was then that Mr Johnston

advised the respondent to liquidate all the accounts and

proceeded to make an estimate as of that dates market

values of all the securities in order to figure out what

debit or credit balance would remain in each account and

what mutual transfers would be required to balance them

whereupon according to the appellants version Mrs

Buckland said

Never mind doing that Treat them all as one am responsible

for them all Close out the accounts and if there is any balance in the

others charge it against my accounts

This is positively asserted both by Mr Johnston and by

Mr Murray in charge of Johnston Wards branch office

accounts who was present at the meeting

Mrs Buckland returned to Sherbrooke and the next

morning she telephoned to McAnulty the result of the

interview McAnultys version of what she then told him

is as follows

She said Mr Johnston advised her not to put up any more collateral

but to liquidate those accounts She said they considered all the accounts

in there as one and she instructed me to sell the accounts that morning

and that she would be down to see me later

28508
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1937 As matter of fact Mrs Buckiand that morning did

JOHNSTON call on McAnulty She is stated to have then repeated

BUcKXND that In Montreal they treat those accounts as one

RftJ McAnulty is asked whetherhe told Mrs Buckland that the

instructions he had received from Mr Johnston were to

put all the accounts together and charge them to her His

answer is

Yes because that was the condition upon which gave her back the

securities could not give them back otherwise

Counsel for the respondent may be right in pointing out

that the latter part of that answer is argument rather than

statement oi what McAnulty said It is open to that

interpretation But the fact remains that Mrs Wassons

securities left with McAnulty on the previous day for the

purpose as we have found of supporting both Mrs Buck-

lands and Mrs Websters accounts were delivered back to

Mrs Buckland and the appellants thus deprived them
selves of securities estimated that day at $11420 and

which otherwise they would have been entitled to hold

McAnultys assertion is that he returned those securities to

Mrs Buckland upon instructions from the head office

When Mrs Buckland came to McAnultys office that

morning she brought with her list of securities which

at the trial was marked Exhibit D2 That was list

of securities belonging to Mrs Greenleaf and which from

time to time had been pledged to margin Mrs Websters

account The list also included certain securities supplied

by Mrs Buckland The object of bringing that list to Mr
MeAnulty was for the purpose admitted by Mrs Buck-

land of asking him to keep those securities up to the last

that is that Mrs Buckland wished all the other securities

in the accounts to be liquidated first and to keep the securi

ties enumerated on the list D2 until it should be found

necessary to sell them in order to balance the accounts

Immediately after Mrs Bucklands visit to McAnulty

that morning the appellants began to liquidate the accounts

and to sell the securities As the sales were made sold

notes would be sent in each instance to Mrs Buckland

or to Mrs Webster advising them of the particulars of the

sales in accordance with the usual practice of stock brokers

On October 21 1930 Murray already referred to as having

been present at the Montreal interview of October 14 1930

telegraphed to McAnulty
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Understand all accounts are to be consolidated Also transfer funds 1937

as required
JOENSTON

It is established that this telegram had reference to what

were known in the office as the Channell accounts
BTJCKLAND

meaning the accounts of Mrs Buckland Mrs Webster Rinf ret

and Miss Grace Channell

At the end of October and of November 1930 the usual

monthly statements of their accounts were sent to Mrs
Buckland and Mrs Webster respectively The liquidation

and sale of the securities in all accounts was completed by

the 15th of December 1930 and then the consolidation

was made placing in the name of Mrs Buckland the credit

balance in Mrs Websters New York account representing

the very substantial sum of $37113.47 and also charging

to Mrs Bucklands account the several debit balances shown

in Mrs Websters other accounts two items of which made

up the sum of $58793.98 in regard to which alone con

clusions were taken in Mrs Bucklands declaration and at

the same time transferring to Mrs Bucklands account the

debit balance against Miss Grace Channell Mrs Wasson
and transferring also to the credit of Mrs Buckland all the

securities remaining in her daughters accounts and which

had not been sold The result was that on that date in

the language of the stock exchange the accounts of Mrs
Webster and of Miss Channell became flat or even

and the account of Mrs Buckland was charged with

the debits of her two daughters but at the same time

benefited from the transfer of the credits in money and in

outstanding securities from those accounts As already

mentioned it was stated at bar that the whole of the trans

fers was equivalent to debit charge to Mrs Buckland of

approximately $10000

By that time however Mrs Buckland had already asked

her solicitors to take charge of the matter and since De
cember 1930 the latter had been asking Messrs Johnston

Ward
to replace and deliver to their client immediately all stocks which were

sold after the credit balance in her American account was equal to the

debit balance in her Canadian account

In turn Messrs Johnston Ward referred the matter to

their solicitors and following the correspondence exchanged

between the respective solicitors during the course of the

month of December 1930 and on the 2nd January 1931
2850871
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19Z Mrs Buckland was furnished with the monthly statements

JOHNSTON prepared at the end of each month showing how her

BUCKLAND account stood as result of the cohsolidation of all the

accounts Additional correspondence ensued for month
Rinfret .1

or so Johnston Ward through their solicitors puttmg
forward that all they had done as shown in the consoli

dated account was done in accordance with the instructions

of Mrs Buckland and the latter through her solicitors

denying Johnston Wards

contention that she gave instruction to sell the securities so that accounts

other than her own might benefit from the proceeds

It will be seen therefore that when Mrs Buckland

brought her action she was fully aware of the appellants

contention and notwithstanding her being aware of that

fact and that they were relying on such an agreement she

brought her action for an accounting and for the return of

the securities which had been sold from her account without

in any way referring to the transfers from her daughters

accounts and without praying that these transfers and

charges be struck from her account It was only much

later that she moved for the amendment already discussed

at the beginning of this judgment remotely referring to

the transfers from Mrs Websters account and at that

incorrectly describing them She never squarely asked in

terms to delete from her consolidated account the transfers

made to it as of December 15 1930 by the appellants

Even in her last motion presented after the whole enquŒte

was over she moved for an amendment referring only to

the two transfers of debit balances amounting to $58793.98

And it was only through the adjudication made by the

Court of Kings Bench in the circumstances already dis

cussed that the other transfers were ordered to be deleted

As for the transfers charged from Miss Graces accounts

they have never to the present date been requested to be

struck from the respondents account and she made it

clear in the course of the trial that she was not objecting

to them

It was under those circumstances that the trial judge

came to the conclusion that the evidence had established

the existence of the agreement alleged by the appellants

and whereby they were authorized to consolidate the

accounts and to make to the respondents account the
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transfers in question from the accounts of both her 197

daughters JOHNSTON

This finding made by the trial judge was not disturbed
BUCKLAND

by the Court of Kings Bench suffice it to say that so

far as we are concerned we are of opinion that the finding
Rinfret

could not be disturbed and that it is fully warranted by

the evidence on record

This means that the action of the respondent was rightly

dismissed by the Superior Court unless we should come to

the conclusion as the Court of Kings Bench did that the

agreement on which the appellants relied was not suscept

ible of being proven by oral testimony for the agreement

was not made in writing and in order to establish it the

appellants had to resort solely to verbal evidence

The inadmissibility of that oral evidence was the ground

on which the Court of Kings Bench came to the conclu

sion that the judgment of the Superior Court ought to be

reversed

Under the law of Quebec art 1233 C.C proof may be

made by testimony

Of all facts concerning commercial matters

In cases in which there is commencement of proof in writing

In all other matters proof must be made by writing or by the oath

of the adverse party

We have omitted the other provisions of article 1233 C.C

limiting our citation to the paragraphs on which the ap
pellants relied for their contention that verbal evidence

was admissible in this matter

Both courts below held that the verbal evidence was not

admissible as constituting proof of facts concerning com
mercial matters and as we agree with them we do not

feel that we should discuss the point at any length

It was held by the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council in the case of Forget vs Baxter that in an action

by stockbrokers against their principal to recover the bal

ance of their account in respect of sales and purchases on

his account these transactions wre commercial matters

within article 1233 of the Civil Code which the stock

brokers might prove by oral evidence and of course this

judgment was greatly relied on by the appellants But it

is well to look at the judgment and to see what were the

1900 A.C 467
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1937 transactions that their Lordships of the Privy Council held

JOHNSTON to have been commercial matters in that case Sir

BUCKLAND Henry Strong delivered the judgment of the Board and

RtJ referring to this particular point he said

Neither in this or in any other article of the code is there to be found

any definition of the meaning of the term commercial matters It

cannot be doubted that the business carried on by the appellants as stock

brokers was of commercial nature nor that the purchases and sales of

shares by the appellants for the behoof of the respondent in the ordinary

course of that business were operations of commerce It does not appear
to their Lordships that the fact that the respondent was not himself

dealer trading in shares but that his thject in buying and selling through

the agency of the appellant.s was that of private speculation only in any

way detracts from the commercial character of these transactions as regards

the appellants Unless such construction is adopted very great incon

venience if not actual obstruction must result in the despatch of business

according to the methods in general use for it must be often impossible

to obtain the strict literal proof required in ordinary civil matters Their

Lordships are therefore of opinion that the execution by the appellants

of the respondents commissions constituted commercial matters within

art 1233 which it was open to them to prove by oral evidence

As will appear from the above passage what their Lord-

ships term commercial matters within art 1233 are

the purchases and sales of shares by the appellants for the behoof of the

respondent in the ordinary course of their business as stock

brokers or the execution by the appellants of the respondents com
missions

But the judgment does not go any further and it is clear

that what is there called operations of commerce does

not include any agreement such as the one now put forward

by the appellants

Whatever may be the correct legal description of the

agreement alleged to have been made by the respondent

it does not come within the transactions made by stock

brokers in the ordinary course of their business It is on

the part of the respondent an undertaking to pay to the

appellants sum due by third party and as such we

have no doubt that it must be treated as civil matter or

at all eventsand that is sufficient for the purposes of this

casethat it does not come within the term commercial

matters in paragraph of article 1233 of the Civil Code

It is not an undertaking in the ordinary nature of deal

ings between stockbrokers and their clients On that point

we find ourselves in agreement with both the Superior

Court and the Court of Kings Bench

The reason why the Superior Court held the proof of the

agreement admissible was that it found sufficient com
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mencement of proof in writing under article 133 C.C 1957

to let in oral evidence of the particulars and on that JOHNSTON

ground we must say that with great respect and con-
BUCKLAND

trary to the view entertained by the Court of Kings Bench

we agree with the trial judge
RinfretJ

As we understand itfor there is in the Civil Code no

definition of what should be understood by commence

ment of proof in writing the expression connotes

writing emanating from the party against whom it is to be

used which tend to render probable the existence of the

fact which is desired to be proved This agrees with the

definition of Pothier 3e Ød Bugnet vol TraitØ des

Obligations 430 no 801

Lorsquon contre quelquun par un Øcrit authentique oi ii Øtait

partie ou par un Øcrit privØ Øcrit ou signØ de sa main la preuve non

la vØritØ du fait total quon avancØ mais de quelque chose qui con

duit ou en fait partie

If one looks through the doctrine and the jurisprudence he

will find that the commentators and the courts all agree on

definition substantially in the above terms It is not

necessarily required that the writing should be in the hand

of the party against whom it is sought to be used or that

it should be signed by that party it is sufficient if it ema
nates from him and the French Civil Code art 1347

contains definition which uses precisely the word

Ømaner In some cases this has been held to extend

to writing though not in the handwriting of the party

or though not signed by him yet which is used by him as

his own Øcrit quil fait sien et dont 11 use comme sil

Øtait de lui
So far therefore so as to have commencement of proof

in writing sufficient to let in oral evidence

1st there must be writing

2nd the writing must emanate from the party against

whom it is used

3rd the writing must tend to render probable in French

vraisemblable the fact which it is desired to be proved

But it has come to be understood both in the French doc

trine and in the French jurisprudence that the writing

required for the commencement of proof may be replaced

by the evidence of the party and that question need not be
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1937 discussed here since the principle was incorporated in the

1ONST0N Code of Civil Procedure of Quebec art 316

BCK1ND party may be examined by the opposite party and his evidence

may be used as commencement of proof in writing

Rinfret
Then there is another principle which is generally accepted

and that is that the question whether there is writing and

the further question whether that writing emanates from

the party are questions of law but the question whether

the writing or the evidence of the party against whom it

is used tends to render probable the existence of the fact

which it is desired to be proved is question of fact The

principle we think is well expressed in the following

passage of Mignault Droit Civil Canadien vol pp
79 80

La question de savoir ci Un crit queleonque rend vraisemblable le fait

allØguØ et peut Œtre invoqud comme commencement de preuve par Øcrit

est une question de -fait entiŁrement abandonnØe lapprØciation d.x

tribunal

In the present case there was both writing Ex D2
which emanated from the respondent at least in this sense

that to use the words of Aubry Rau tome VI 451
Elle se lØtait rendu propre par son acceptation expresse

ou tacite passage cited with approval by Demolombe

TraitØ des contrats tome edit par Paul Grevin page

146 no 132 and there was also the evidence of the

respondent which by force of art 316 of the Code of Civil

Procedure could be used as commencement of proof

The two first conditions required by law therefore

existed and there can be shown no misdirection on the

part of the trial judge in these respects

This being so the further question whether the writing

Ex D2 or the respondents evidence rendered probable the

existence of the agreement which it was desired to be

proved was nothing but question of fact for the decision

of the trial judge We need not dwell on the function of

an appellate tribunal in respect to question of fact It

has been stated in this Court as often as the question came

up We find it -defined in judgment of the Court of

Kings Bench appeal side of the province of Quebec in

the case of Ruthmart La Cite de QuØbec It is ex

pressed thus

1912 QR KB 147 at 150
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Sans doute la Ioi .permet Iappel sur le fait comme sur le droit Mais 1937

lorsquil no sagit que dune question de fait le jugement de Ia cour de

premiere instance ne doit Œtre infirmØ que il eu erreur manifeste
dOHNSTON

du juge dane IapprØciation de la preuve Bucm
Even if some allowance should be made to avoid too R1
stringent an application of the practice on this subject the

iret

passage just quoted shows that the principle is recognized

in the jurisprudence of the Quebec courts

And if it be so in ordinary practice we have no doubt

that the rule must be more strictly adhered to when it is

applied to the question of whether the commencement of

proof in writing is sufficient to let in oral evidence In

support of that proposition let us refer to the commen

tators and the jurisprudence on that point Pothier ex

presses it TraitØ des obligations no 801 Ød Bugnet

vol

Ii cat laissØ larbitrage du juge de juger du degrØ de preuve par

Øcrit pour sur ce degrØ de preuve permettre la preuve testimoniale

The use of the word arbitrage so used by Pothier is so

strong that it might even be understood to mean that the

holding of the trial judge is decisive

Among the more recent authorities expressions are to

be found of somewhat similar character Speaking on

the same subject Demolombe vol 30 no 139 says

LapprØciation du degrØ plus ou moms grand de vraisemblance appar

tient souverainement en fait aux magistrats

Baudry-Lacantinerie Barde 3e ed Des Obligations tome

4e no 2614 after having stated that

Les oaractŁres du commencement do preuve par Øcrit i.e si

un Øcrit ØmanØ soit de celui qui on loppose mit de la personne quil

reprØsente ou par laquelle ii Øtait reprØsentØ constitue une question de

droit et par suite Ia verification de lexistence de cette condition rentre

dans les attributions de Ia Cour de cassation

then go on to say
Mais le point do savoir si lØcrit invoquØ titre de commencement de

preuve rend vraisemblable le fait allØguØ est au contraire une question

de fait et en consequence lea juges du fond lapprØcient souverainement

This is in accordance with the passage of Mignault already

referred to

Planiol Ripert Traite pratique de droit civil tome

no 1534 consider it as

une question de pertinence dont le juge du fond est le souverain apprØ

ciateur

Aubry Rau 5e Ød vol 12 362 do likewise

As for LarombiŁre ThØorie des Obligations edition de

1885 tome 6e at page 506 and Laurent 3e Ød tome 19e

550 they go still further
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1937 LarombiŁre says

JOHNSTON La question de savoir si lØcrit invoquØ rend vraisemblable ou non
le cas -allØgu-Ø est thanctonnØ dane tous lee cas lapprØciation discretion

BUCKLAND naire du juge qui na alors dautre rŁgle de decision que lexamen cons

Riafi
ciencieux des circonstan-ces de Ia cause lui seul appartient de rØsoudre

cette question de vraiseniblance

And Laurent

Puisque Iartiele 1347 dØfinit le commencement de preuve par Øcrit le

juge ne peut sans violer Ia loi sØcarter de cette definition en admettant

par exemple comme faisant eommencement de preuve par Øcrit un acte

qui nØmane point de celui qui on loppose Di de celui quiI reprØsente

ou par lequel ii est reprØsentØ Mais ii aussi une question de fait

cest celle de la vraisemblance qui rØsulte de lØcrit Sur ce point lee

juges du fait jouisseat dun pouvoir discrØtionnaire et par consequent

us dØcident souverainement

The principle so expounded by the distinguished com
mentators to whom reference has just been made was

applied amongst other eases in the province of Quebec

by the Court of Review in the case of Malenfant

Pelletier where Sir François Lemieux C.J speaking on

behalf of the full court said

Lancienne Cour dappel appliquØ une rØgie lØgale dane laffaire de

Fournier Morin Cest quen matiØre de preuve testimoniale adm-ise

vu lexistence dun commencement de preuve par Øcrit le juge de premiere

instance exerce un pouvoir discrØtionnaire et que lee tribunaux dappel ne

doivent troubler lexistence de cette discretion que dane le cas derreur

nianifeste Cette rŁgle IbasØe sur le -bon sens le plus ØlØmentaire et cur Ia

loi ØtØ gØnØralement suivie par les tribunaux dappel et loreque ces

tribunaux sen sont ØcartØsus ont notre avis commis une erreur grave

And with due respect it seems to us that from the very

nature of the question it ought to be- so for the reason so

well expressed in Fuzier-HermanRepertoire du droit fran

cais vol 31 vbis Preuve par Øcrit commencement de
584 no 232 and -which we would like to adopt as our own

Ii nest pas possible de tracer des rŁgles prØcises daprŁs lesquelles on

puisse reconnaItre les -cas oi un Øcrit doit rendre vraisemblable le fait

allØguØ La vraisemblan-ce est en effet un aperçu de lesprit qui nous porte

penser quune chose tout au moms lapparence du vrai elle est fondØe

sur Ia liaison ou la connexitØ plus ou moms grande qui existe entre IØcrit

et le fait a-llØguØ et comme cette liaison peut Œtre plus ou moms Øloigne

11 est evident que la vraisemblance vane linfini suivant lee faith et

suivant lee esprits qui ont les apprØcier.Toullier 293 et

56 Bonnier Ød Larnaude 169 Laurent 19 527 et Demo

lombe 30 138 et Aubry et Rau 764 340 LarombiŁre sur

lart 1347 27 et Baudry-Lacantinenie PrØcis 1275 Fuzier

Herman et Darras sur lart 147 161

We do not intend to lay down here such strict rule as

that which would seem to follow from the statements of

1914 Q.R 45 SC 404 1885 11 Q.L.R 98
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the commentators or of Sir Francois Lemieux in the case

of Malenf ant Pelletier for we do not believe it is JOHNSTON

necessary to go so far in the present case BUCKLAND

We are of opinion that there was ample justification for Rinf
the trial judge to use the writing marked Exhibit D2 and

more particularly the evidence of the respondent as

commencement of proof in writing sufficient to permit the

appellants to adduce verbal evidence of the agreement

which they alleged

It was pointed out by Mr Justice Walsh that

willingness to help support another is not necessarily the assumption of

anothers debt

and by Mr Justice Saint-Jacques that

Elle Øtait prŒte faire tous les sacrifices possibles pour empŒcher la

liquidation immediate mais de conclure que
elle

aurait entrepris de payer le deficit du compte de sa fille il

une marge

These propositions of course should probably be accept

ed but such was not in our view the point upon which

the trial judge had to make up his mind He had to decide

whether in his opinion these facts and the others admitted

by Mrs Buckland in her evidence or to be deduced from

the use she was making of the writing Exhibit D2 were

of such character that they rendered probable vrai
semblable that having failed to persuade Johnston to

accept her other propositions she had in the end agreed

to what the appellants allege had been the final outcome

of the interview in Montreal on October 14 1930 And

after having reached the conclusion that this was rendered

probable by what was admitted in Mrs Bucklands evi

dence or what could be deduced from Exhibit D2 the trial

judge then declared the oral evidence of the agreement

admissible in view of the commencement of proof in writ

ing which he found in Mrs Bucklands testimony and in

the writing D2 and upon that evidence being adduced he

found that the agreement had been proven As observed

by Langelier De la preuve en matiŁre civile et commer

ciale 241 no 574

LØcrit doit rendre vraisemblable le fait prouver II nest pas nces

saire que lØcrit le prouve car siI le prouvait ce ne serait plus Un som

mencement de preuve male une preuve complete quil constituerait II

nest pas nØcessaire non plus quil le fasse presumer car alors ii rendrait

la preuve par tØmoins inutile

1914 Q.R 45 SC 404
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1937 And what is said there of writing is of course equally

JOaNSTON true of the respondents evidence by force of art 316 of

BUCnLAND
the Code of Civil Procedure This brings us back to the

statement of Pothier bc cit
RmIret

La preuve non la vØritØ du fait total quon avaneØ mais de quelque

chose qui conduit

and as stated in Planiol tome no 1534
Ii nest pas nØcessaire que lØcrit Øtablisse un des ØiØments du fait

prouver II peut Œtre seulement le point de depart dun raisonnement pour
le juge Le lien qui doit exister lien de similitude et

laissØ son entiŁre appreciation

It would serve no purpose for us to enter into the details

of the testimony of the respondent in order to point out

wherein the learned trial judge was warranted in finding

in it evidence which could be used as commencement of

proof in writing It is not so much each single fact admitted

by the respondent as the ensemble of the facts so

admitted which justified the holding that the learned trial

judge made We would be prepared to say that had we

been in his place we would have come to the same con

clusion but it is sufficient to state that at all events we

cannot find any justification for reversing his decision on

that question It may be that he gave too much import

ance to certain facts testified to by the respondent it would

seem to us that on the other hand he may not have given

proper importance to certain other admissions but on the

whole we think the result of his findings is not open to

criticism more particularly if we bear in mind the views

of the doctrine and the jurisprudence on the subject See
Mathieu re Kay Gibeau and numerous authori

ties there referred to
In addition to the commencement of proof which he

found in the admissions of the respondent the learned

judge further declared

that on important points plaintiffs testimony was often evasive con

fused and contradictory

Of course finding of that nature was peculiarly within

the province of the trial judge who was in the best position

to pass upon it and it is needless to recall that such

situation has always been recognized as valid basis of

commencement of proof in writing Demolombe vo 30

139 Baudry-Lacantinerie vol 15 no 2613 Lan glois

1888 16 Rev Leg 411
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LabbØ GagnØ GagnØ Boisclair Les Corn

missaires dEcoles de St Gerard de Magella Cour de Re- JOHNSToN

vision BUCKLAND

For these reasons we have come to the conclusion that
RznIretJ

the appeal ought to be mamtained and that in the result

but subject to further question still to be discussed the

judgment of the trial judge should be restored with costs

throughout against the respondent

But unfortunately for the parties this does not dispose

of the whole ease for by an amendment to her answer

to plea the respondent raised the subsidiary point that

even if she had agreed to assume liability for the indebted

ness of her daughter Mrs Vera Webster to the appellants

the transactions of Mrs Webster were null and void be

cause they were entered into without the authority of her

husband and the agreement therefore ought to be set aside

and annulled

The Court of Kings Bench did not pass upon that point

because it was unnecessary having regard to the view that

Court took on the question of the commencement of proof

in writing But the Superior Court in order to dismiss the

action was evidently obliged to decide the point and it

dismissed the respondents contention in that respect for

the following reasons

the husband being the only person who could give

or refuse the necessary authorizatioi his testimony was

the only original source from which the information could

be gathered

his wife outside of the aet that she was necessarily

interested in testifying on behalf of her mother was

not the real and legal source from which can be gathered as to whether

or not his authorization was ever given

the evidence of Mrs Webster to the effect that she

was not authorized did not adduce the best proof of which

the case was susceptible 1204 0.0
Mrs Webster was presumed to have been author

ized and

the disposition of the law which renders invalid

the acts of an authorized married woman was enacted for

1914 QR 46 80 373 at 1915 23 de 384 at 397

375 398

1912 Q.R 57 S.C 335
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the protection of such person alone and not for the pro
JORNsTON tection of third parties and therefore does not apply to

BUcKLAND
the plaintiff

Rinfret
We are of opinion that this important question may not

be disposed of in that way
In so far as it tends to dispute the right of Mrs Buck-

land to raise the point the decision of the learned judge

would seem to be directly contrary to art 183 of the Civil

Code
183 The want of authorization by the husband where it is necessary

constitutes cause of nullity which nothing can cover and which may be

taken advantage of by all those who have an existing and actual interest

in doing so

In so far as the decision of the learned judge was directed

towards the proof of the lack of authorization adduced by
the sole testimony of Mrs Webster it appears to us that

the objection goes to the weight rather than to the legality

of the evidence Taylor on Evidence 12th ed no 303
But in view of the conclusion to which we have arrived

and presently to be announced we prefer to refrain from

expressing our own opinion on that whole question of the

husbands authorization

It is clear to us that no pronouncement can be made

upon that point which involves matters in which the ap
pellants and Mrs Vebster are primarily interested with

out Mrs Webster being party in the case and she is not

party This Court has always adhered to that principle

Burland Moffatt Laliberte Larue Goulet

Corporation de la Paroi.sse de St-Gervais

Of course it was Mrs Bucklands duty to call Mrs
Webster as party since she raised the point necessi

tating the latters mise-en-cause and since the point could

not be decided without Mrs Wdbster being made party

in the case On that account following the precedent in

Burland Moffatt we might have disregarded that

ground for the simple reason that the respondent having

failed to put the Court in position to grant the relief

prayed for by her her demand must be dismissed But while

generally speaking we would probably do so in ordinary

cases we do not think it ought to be done in case like

the present one where the question raised is one of public

order and the law says that the want of authorization by

1884 11 Can S.C.R 76 at S.C.R at 11

88-89 SC.R 437
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the husband where is necessary constitutes cause of 1937

nullity which nothing can cover JoroN

It is not so much that the undertaking of the respondent to BUCKLAND

pay the appellants and to assume liability for the indebt-
RirifretJ

edness of Mrs Webster to them must be set aside and

annulled in so far as Mrs Buckland is concerned as was

prayed for by the conclusions of the amended answer to

plea but the situation is that if Mrs Websters trans

actions can be brought within the prohibition contained in

article 177 of the Civil Code and that is to say that those

transactions cannot be held to have been authorized by her

husband within the meaning of that article these trans

actions would be radically null her debt to the appellants

would be non-existent and therefore notwithstanding the

agreement made by Mrs Buckland there would be nothing

to pay for her It would seem that in that case all of Mrs

Websters transactions so unauthorized would have to be

considered as not having taken place and both the credit

and debit charges in her account would have to be assumed

and borne by Johnston Ward Johnston Chan

nell

The situation is still more compelling since it was alleged

and it was common ground that Mrs Webster has herself

brought action to have all her transactions with Johnston

Ward set aside on account of the lack of authorization

of her husband It is easy to see the inconvenience that

would result from decision by us on that point in case

where she is not party if later in her own case against

the present appellants the courts should decide in differ

ent way In truth were Mrs Webster one of the parties

in the present case the fact that she has case of her own

on the same point against the appellant would almost

constitute situation of us pendens and it might no doubt

be found proper under such circumstances to order that

the present case should be suspended at least so far as

that issue is concerned until the other case has been finally

determined

The consequence is that much to our regret we are con

strained to adopt the course followed by this Court in the

case of Lamarre Prudhomme referred to at 441 in

La Corporation de la Paroi.sse de St-Gervais Goulet

SCR 297 at 301 S.C.R 437
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1937 and the case must be remitted to the Superior Court for

JOHNSTON the purpose of trying that issuebut it must be under

BUCKLAND
stood that it is so returned for that sole purpose

RinfretJ
On all the other questions our decision is that the judg

ment of the Superior Court is in the result restored On
the issue arising out of the question of the authorization of

Mrs Websters husband if the respondent wishes to have

decision she will have to take proper steps for the mise

en-cause of Mrs Webster within one month from the date

when the record is in due course returned to the Superior

Court of the district of Montreal where it belongs Unless

she adopts the necessary proceedings for that purpose

within the delay now ordered her action should stand

finally dismissed for all purposes The costs of the trial

on this special issue will of course be in the discretion of

the judge who will preside at the trial In all other

respects the appeal is allowed and the judgment of the

Superior Court is restored with costs throughout against

the respondent

The formal judgment of the Court was settled as follows

The appeal is allowed with costs throughout the judg

ment of the Court of Kings Bench appeal side is

reversed and set aside and in the result the judgment of

the Superior Court for the province of Quebec sitting in

and for the district of Montreal is restored save in so

far as the same purported to deal with the issues of fact

and law raised by or arising out of the allegation made by

the appellants and the respondent relative to the alleged

lack of marital authorization of Dame Webster as to

which issues the said Dame Webster not being

party to the present proceedings the Court declines to

adjudicate and this Court further orders that this case be

remitted to the said Superior Court for the sole purpose of

enabling the respondent if she so desires to institute by

impleading the said Dame Webster within one month

from the date of the return of the record herein to the said

Superior Court the necessary proceedings to try the sole

issue of whether the transactions of the said Dame

Webster with the appellants referred to in the amended

answer to plea herein were null and if they were null what

is the effect if any of such nullity as between the appel

lants and the respondent and this Court further orders
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that the appellants be permitted to raise or allege or plead

at or for the purpose of the trial of such issue in addition JOHNSTON

to any ground or matter already raised or alleged or pleaded BUCAND
any other ground or matter or thing whatsoever directed

solely to the trial of such issue the question whether Mrs
Websters transactions with the appellants are null and

void for want of marital authorization together with the

consequences which flow from it being the sole issue to be

submitted to the Superior Court without any objection

being allowed as to the questions of procedure already

decided and this Court further orders that unless the re

spondent adopt the aforesaid proceedings within the above-

mentioned period of one month the action should stand

finally dismissed for all purposes

Appeal allowed with costs

Solicitors for the appellants Brown Montgomery

McMichael

Solicitors for the respondent Hackett Mulvena Foster

Hackett Hannen


